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A Little Hope At 1540; A Breakout Will Worsen The Scenario
Nepse index went through correction mode from
second week of August and the downward
penetration is still continuing. From midterm
perspective Nepse is still in a consolidation mode
but market is struggling to find its direction soon
and the results may be unpleasing. Looking at the
current momentum of the market, there is a thin
chance of Nepse getting supported around 1540.
A break below 1540 will be a turning point where
Nepse will enter into a midterm downtrend from
a sideways trend. On Thursday (September 6)
Nepse tried to make some upside moves hitting to
1580 but it had come down to 1566 to close at the
end of the day which gave a hint that selling
pressure had not evaporated yet. An 11.95 points
fall on Thursday supports the fact that bears are
likely to drive prices lower.
Interestingly, market has been supported around 1554-1555 region since last three trading days. Any break
below this 3-day support will encourage index to 1540 after which Nepse will face the real test. If Nepse breaks
below 1540 before Dashain, local bourse might enter into a selling spree. However, market will see stability after
Dashain and Tihar as per the past trend.
6-day and 21-day moving averages are well above the Nepse index suggesting a solid downward pressure.
Average true range (ATR) has been surging gradually which shows increased volatility in the market. Stochastic
hovers around the oversold territory which implies that the market has become cheaper. But there are no any
upward signals yet.

Sectoral Trend Analysis
Banking index has breached the support of 1380 which has magnified the selling pressure. The very same level is
likely to act as a resistance in the days to come. Although Insurance sector has been in a correction phase, it is still
above the major support. There still are rooms for insurance to go higher as things have not gone bad yet. Things
have not gone bad for development bank sector too. Major support for development bank index lines up at 1980
region. A break below this level will take development bank sectors to a consolidation phase. Hydropower stocks
have been the most depressing sector in terms of return since last two years. This sector is still down trending
showing no signs of bounce back. Hotels sector is still fine in terms of trend as it is still above the major support
level. Finance sector is at a critical phase at present as it is testing an up-trend line around 780.
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MARKET PERFORMANCE
Global Indices
S.
No.
1
2
3
4
5

Indices
DJI
NASDAQ
NIKKEI
SENSEX
FTSE 100

20th
August
21,703.75
6,213.13
19,393.13
31,258.85
7,318.88

7th
September
21,784.78
6,397.87
19,396.52
31,661.97
7,396.98

NEPSE High
NEPSE Low
NEPSE Close
Total Average turnover per day
Total Average share Traded per day
Total Average transactions per day

%
change
-3.92
-4.11
-4.21
-4.48

1
2
3

Index
NEPSE Index
Sensitive
Float
Sensitive Float

August
1,617.97
339.98
117.49
104.54

7th

Sept

1,554.55
326.01
112.54
99.86

4
5

RSDC Laghubitta Bittiya Sanstha
Himalayan Power Partner
Swarojgar Laghu Bitta Bikash
Bank
Nagbeli Laghubitta Bikash Bank
Summit Microfinance
Development Bank

NEPSE Top Laggers
1

Siddhartha Investment
Growth Scheme-1
General Finance
Nabil Balance Fund-1
Siddhartha Equity
Oriented Scheme
Hamro Bikash Bank

2
3
4
5

27.00

19.83

-26.56%

183
23.79
13.92

136
17.90
11.36

-25.68%
-24.76%
-18.39%

235

193

-17.87%

NEPSE Top 5 Companies by Turnover
1
2
3
4
5

1,622.32
1,554.55
1,554.55
749,299,314
2,154,024
8,921

NEPSE Top Leaders

Indices
20th

NEPSE Summary: 20th August to 7th September,2017

%
Change
0.37
2.97
0.02
1.29
1.07

Nepal Life Insurance
Prime Life Insurance
Nabil Bank
Chhimek Laghubitta Bikash Bank
Nepal Investment Bank

327,357,363.00
325,219,696.00
280,387,093.00
277,269,725.00
276,152,781.00

1072 1410
330
409
2106 2490

31.53%
23.94%
18.23%

3400 3864
1874 2080

13.65%
10.99%

NEPSE Top 5 Companies by Market CAP
1

Nepal Telecom

105,900,000.00

2

Nabil Bank

103,607,242.25

3

Standard Chartered Bank

88,726,587.25

4
5

Everest Bank
Nepal Investment Bank

72,009,128.40
70,411,687.98

NEPSE Top 5 Companies by No. of Transactions
1
2
3
4
5

Himalayan Power Partner
Nepal Life Insurance
Nepal Investment Bank
NIC Asia Bank
Standard Chartered Bank

22,443
3,279
3,258
2,671
2,651

NEPSE Top 5 Companies by Traded Shares
1
2
3
4
5

Siddhartha Investment Growth Scheme-1
Siddhartha Equity Oriented Scheme
Nabil Balance Fund-1
NIBL Samriddhi Fund-1
NMB Sulav Investment Fund-1
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4,344,820.00
2,712,649.00
1,994,469.00
1,435,484.00
1,019,053.00
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In the review period, NEPSE plunged 63 points (3.92%) to close at 1554.55. Sensitive index, which gauzes the
performance of A class stocks fell 4.11%% to close at 326.01. Similarly float index slipped 4.21% to hover around
112.54 regions. Sensitive float index dropped 4.48% to 99.86.
Among the global stock market, NASDAQ of USA outperformed the major stock market. It rose 185 points (2.97%)
to close at 6397.87. NIKKEI, Tokyo based stock exchange was the worst performer during the review period which
gained only 0.02%.

PRICE ADJUSTMENT
Company Name

Stock Symbol

Price (Nrs.)

Adjusted for

Sindhu Bikash Bank

SINDU

222.00

80% Rights

Summit Micro Finance

SMFDB

1,905.00

100% Rights

Jebils Finance

JEFL

169.00

100% Rights

Prime Life Insurance

PLIC

2,147.00

25% Bonus

Citizens Bank

CZBIL

323.00

16% Bonus

Surya Life Insurance

SLICL

1,068.00

10% Bonus

Arun Valley Hydropower Development

AHPC

244.00

10% Bonus

Kisan Micro Finance

KMFL

2,596.00

24.2236% Rights

RSDC Laghubitta Bittiya Sanstha

RSDC

1,107.00

200% Rights

Excel Development Bank

EDBL

471.00

50% Rights

NIC Asia Bank

NICA

368.00

20% Bonus

Nepal Insurance

NICL

1,424.00

5% Bonus

CORPORATE ACTIONS
Bonus/Rights/M&A/AGM ETC.
Global IME Capital Limited

Others

100% (15 lakh units) right shares of Arun Finance has been
opened from 6th Bhadra till Ashwin 9, 2074.
General Finance is going to issue 125% (16.52 lakh units)
right shares from Bhadra 27 till Ashwin 30, 2074.
50% (3.50 lakh units) right shares of Kabeli Bikash Bank
has been opened from 18th Bhadra till Ashwin 21, 2074.
First Microfinance 8th AGM is scheduled on Ashwin 8 to
endorse 15% bonus & 50% right share.
Last date for bidding the auction of NB Insurance is on
Bhadra 23; the bid opening date is on Bhadra 10.

Nabil bank declared 30% Bonus Share & 18% Cash Dividend to meet paid
up capital requirement of Rs 8 arba.
Mega Bank is going to issue 65% right shares (2.97 crore units) from
Bhadra 27 till Ashwin 30.
Nepal Insurance 67th & 68th AGM is scheduled on Bhadra 30 to endorse
5% bonus & 100% right shares.
Book closure for 16% bonus shares of Citizens Bank was on Bhadra 12.
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40% right shares (61.70 lakh units) of Muktinath Bikas Bank has been
opened from 4th Bhadra till Ashwin 8th, 2074.
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FORTNIGHTLY GONE BY: MARKET OUTLOOK
MACRO-ECONOMIC INDICATOR







BFIs have been competing to lure customers in their share loan schemes.
During the time of liquidity crunch few months back, BFIs were reluctant to provide share loans to the stock
market investors. In the aftermath of liquidity crisis stock market had plunged to fresh yearly lows. It is not a
long ago when BFIs rejected credit to investors and they were also making increasing number of margin calls.
Currently, after liquidity has eased to some extent BFIs are making calls to investors to offer them loan against
their pledged shares.
Considering the eased liquidity status of BFIs, stock market investors are expected to benefit from it. And due to
easy access to loan stock market has found some reasons to hit north.
The longest and most auspicious festival of Nepal, Dashain and Deepawali is very near and people consume a lot
during these festivals. During these festival investors are inclined to profit booking which accelerates selling
pressure in the stock market. This tendency has been repeating again in Nepalese stock market.

DEBT MARKET


NRB is to issue four treasury bills of 950 crore on 26 Bhadra 2074. T-bills of 28, 91,182, and 364 days will be issued on
the mentioned date. Maturity dates of the above T-bills are on 2074/06/24, 2074/08/26, 2074/11/29, and
2075/05/26 respectively.

REGULATORY SYNOPSIS





Nepal Rastra Bank Governor Chiranjibi Nepal looked concerned about growing unhealthy competition among
microfinance institutions.
Governor asserted that microfinance institutions are established to help overcome poverty in rural areas but they
are making thing even worse. When a person gets loans from multiple microfinance institutions it increases burden
to the borrower and this will ultimately lead to poverty.
According to him if the concentration of these microfinance institutions continues to grow at this pace, they should
be taken to the merger process.
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Investo – School: Portfolio Management a.k.a. Risk Management
The term portfolio is understood as the best mixture of the securities available. Portfolio management is the art of
financial management. It is the ability to form the optimal combination of securities/assets class that at ends
meets ones financial goals, nurturing for returns and nurturing against risks. The objective is diversification.
Basically, there are three steps in portfolio management process. First is the Planning step where the Investment
policy statement is developed which specifies the investors risks and return objectives along with constraints like
time horizon, tax, liquidity etc. Second is the Execution phase that involves formation of strategic asset allocation.
Such allocation is expected to meet the investor investment objectives and constraints as outlined in the Policy
Statements and meet ultimate goals. Final is the feedback step that requires the Portfolio managers to monitor
the investor circumstances, risk and return characteristics of assets classes and rebalance and evaluate portfolios
as required.
The objective of portfolio management depends upon the investor types and their needs. Investors may be an
individual, institution like pension funds, banks, insurance companies, foundation etc. For individual investor
objective of portfolio management may be buying house, children’s education, preparing for retirement,
maintaining the real value of portfolio etc. For institution, objectives are guided by the organizational principles
and activities, risk capacity, liquidity needs etc.
Person who manages the portfolio is the Portfolio manager. He is the person who takes the investment decisions,
analyses the circumstances, see the opportunities and challenges. Portfolio manager must possess good
understanding of finance and investment, economics, accountings, analytical and technical skills, stock picking
skills etc. He must always be prudent and accountable with the investor money. An excuse over the nil investor
money due to market collapse is never acceptable.
Commonly the following asset classes exist: equity, debts, private equity, hedge funds, commodities, real estate,
cash etc. In choosing which asset classes to consider when developing the strategic asset allocation, the
correlation of returns within the asset class should be relatively high, indicating that the assets/securities within
the class are similar in their investment performance. Similarly, it is the low correlation of returns between asset
classes that leads to risk reduction through portfolio diversification. Portfolio diversification works best when
financial markets are operating normally. During period of financial crisis, correlation tends to increase, which
reduces the benefits of diversification.
Optimal portfolio is the one that satisfy the investor risk and return objectives. One way to form the optimal
portfolio is through the construction of the efficient frontier using a computer program. Efficient frontier
represents the set of portfolios that will give the highest returns at each level of risks. The asset allocation for the
efficient portfolio selected is then the strategic asset allocation for the portfolio. Strategic asset allocation
establishes the weight of asset classes in total portfolio that focus on achieving the long term objectives whereas
tactical asset allocation allows manager to deviate from its set principles in order to take advantages of perceived
short-term opportunities.
Portfolio management could normally follow either active or passive strategies. Active manager attempts to
outperform the specific benchmark. They constantly try to select the best securities or asset class along with
market timing. The strategy usually pays when the market is inefficient. Passive manager seeks to match the
portfolio returns and risks with an appropriate benchmark. Mostly manager tries to mimic the performance of a
security index. Passive strategy assumes market is efficient.
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Portfolio management is risk management. The purpose is to manage the varied risks rather than targeting the
higher returns. Risk arises from the uncertainty regarding an entity’s future losses as well as future gains. There is
a natural trade-off between risk and returns. Risk is not necessarily related to the size of the potential loss. Many
potential losses are large but are quite predictable and can be provided for using risk management techniques.
Risk management includes the sequence of activities aimed to reduce or eliminate an entity’s potential to incur
expected losses. Besides, there is need to manage the unexpected variability of some costs.
Risk management approaches are risk transfer, risk reduction, risk avoidance and risk retention. Risks that have
high severity and frequency of losses require to be avoided at all. Risks which are severe but occur less frequently
need to be transferred (eg. hedging, insurance). Less severe but frequently occurring risks are reduced (eg.
Enterprise Risk Management). And, risks which are both less severe and occur often at times are retained.
Common risk types are market, credit, liquidity and operational. Market risk includes equity price risk, interest
rate risk, commodity price risk and foreign exchange risk. Subtypes of credit risk are default risk, bankruptcy risk,
downgrade risk and settlement risk. Other way of risk categorization is systematic and unsystematic risks.
Systematic risks are market specific that tends to affect the whole companies/industries (eg. market risk). These
are non diversifiable in nature. Unsystematic risks are company specific (eg. operational risk) and are diversifiable.
Total risk is the combination of systematic and unsystematic risk. Equilibrium security returns depend on a stock’s
or a portfolio systematic risk, not its total risk as measured by standard deviation. One of the assumption of the
capital market theory is that diversification is free. The reasoning is that investors will not be compensated for
bearing risk that can be eliminated at no cost. Studies have shown that as the number of stocks in a portfolio is
increased, the portfolio’s risk falls towards the level of market risk. Portfolio of 30 or more securities is preferred
for better diversification as the standard deviation is then expected to remain constant.
The notion of higher risks, higher the returns may not be true in all scenarios. In some, higher risks may lead to
collapse. For instance, liquidity and credit crunch of 2007-08 and subsequent bankruptcy of fourth largest
investment bank Lehman Brothers Holding Inc. resulting to global recession. Securitization and the methods of
assets and liability maturity management employed by banks were the main causes. Array of events started
folding since early 2000 with many catalysts leading to housing bubbles. Failure and ignorance to observe the
several risk factors and poor risk management approaches led to ultimate collapse.
Different securities are subject to be affected by different risks nature. Interest rate risk affect equities, bonds
yields, real estate etc. Operational risks could lead to organizational failures. Inappropriate selection of
models/strategy may fail the projects. Any risk types can have direct or indirect impacts on the securities in the
portfolio, which may ruin the portfolio. Therefore, it is vital to understand the risks and risk management
techniques for better portfolio construction.
In Nepal, anyone interested to offer portfolio management services must obtain license from Securities Board of
Nepal (SEBON). Portfolio Management Directives, 2067 B.S. is issued to regulate the matter. As per the directives,
such licensed person can offer three services: Discretionary portfolio management services, non discretionary
portfolio management services and financial advisory services. Portfolio manager are permitted to invest in listed
securities of companies, Initial public offerings, foreign exchange instruments and mutual funds units. Investment
in other areas requires prior approval of the SEBON. Investor needs minimum three lakhs rupees under portfolio.
Discretionary portfolio management is where the Portfolio Manager has the sole discretion and attorney to
manage the portfolio on behalf of the clients. Under non discretionary, clients has the discretion over their money,
though they can seek the investment advices from the Portfolio Manager.
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As of date, 22 merchant bankers have been issued the Portfolio management license, after Ace Capital Limited
merged to NIBL Capital Limited. However, only 12 have commenced its services. The performance so far has been
satisfactory even beating the highly volatile market return. The portfolio is highly concentrated on the equity class.
On the other hand, there are 11 mutual funds in operation and their returns have also been commendable on
average. While in mutual funds collective fund is managed and in Portfolio management investor money could be
separately managed as per the Investment Policy Statements. This provides the visibility to the investor to track
their portfolio performance.

Disclaimer: All of the content published on this Communiqué is based on internal data, publicly published data and other available
information believed to be reliable. The information contained in this document is meant for general purposed only without warranty of any
kind. The information/data herein alone is not sufficient and shouldn’t be used for the development, analysis or implementation of an
investment strategy.
The investments discussed or recommended in this report may not be suitable for all investors. Investors should use this research as one input
into formulating an investment opinion. Additional inputs should include, but are not limited to, the review of other. This is not an offer (or
solicitation of an offer) to buy/sell the securities/ instruments mentioned or an official confirmation. Global IME Capital Limited is not
responsible for any error or inaccuracy or for any losses suffered on account of information contained in this report. This report does not
purport to be offer for purchase and sale of share/ units.
Investing in the stock market may have large potential risks involved in which you can lose some or all your money. You, the reader and not
Global IME Capital Ltd, are solely responsible for any losses, financial or otherwise, as a result of trading stocks.

Global IME Capital Limited
3rd Floor, Rastriya Naach Ghar
Jamal, Kathmandu, Nepal
Contact No:. +977-01-4222460, 4261178, 4223593
Fax No.: +977-01-4222534
Email: info@gicl.com.np
Website: www.globalimecapital.com
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